Standards Coordinator

David Law

Goals
Arrange both individual speakers on standards and/or whole standards tracks at major IEEE R8 conferences, potentially collaborating with IEEE Standards Education Committee (SEC).
Encourage IEEE R8 students and faculty mentors to apply for IEEE Standards Education Grants to help with student design projects with an industry standards component.

Status and Past Contributions
June 2016: The IEEE-SA Standards Board (SASB) held its second meetin of the year in Berlin
A number of other events and meetings were held surroundig tis meeting, these including:
- Held 3 external meetings, incl. a staff peer-to-peer meeting with the local standard body.
- Gave a lecture on standards at the Technical University of Berlin supported by Standards Education Committee.
- Hosted a social reception with local guests.

Outlook
October 2016: The IEEE-SA is planning outreach to Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda the first week of October, in cooperation with the local Sections. Our thanks to the Kenya Section and Uganda sub-Section for support!
Plans include:
- Meetings with national standards organizations.
- Roundtables in Kenya and Uganda on standards activities in ICT and renewable energy.
- Standards Education lecture at Strathmore University in Nairobi.

Points of Concern
Always looking for potential opportunities for potential individual speakers and/or whole standards tracks. Always looking for the opportunity to promote IEEE Standards Education Grants.